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Abstract. Knowledge-based recommenders support an easier comprehension of complex item assortments (e.g., financial services
and electronic equipment). In this paper we show (1) how such
recommenders can be developed in a Human Computation based
knowledge acquisition environment (P EOPLE V IEWS) and (2) how
the resulting recommendation knowledge can be exploited in a
competition-based e-Learning environment (S TUDY BATTLE).

1

Introduction

Knowledge-based recommenders [2] support users on the basis of
semantic knowledge about the item (product) domain.2 One variant of knowledge-based recommenders are constraint-based recommenders [8] which exploit explicit constraints (rules) that encode the
recommendation knowledge. Another variant are critiquing-based
recommenders [4]: new items are presented to the user as long as
the user is unsatisfied and articulates critiques (e.g., an item should
be cheaper). In critiquing-based recommendation, new items are determined by similarity functions. For a detailed overview of recommendation approaches we refer to [3, 20].
In this paper we focus on constraint-based recommenders, i.e., recommenders that are based on explicit recommendation rules (constraints). The development of such recommenders is often a timeconsuming and error-prone process which can be primarily explained
by the knowledge acquisition bottleneck: in the formalization of
product domain and recommendation knowledge, misunderstandings
can occur and as a result knowledge engineers encode this knowledge
in an unintended fashion. The more recommenders have to be developed and maintained the higher the risk that the organization runs
into a scalability problem where additional resources are needed to
be able to perform knowledge engineering and maintenance.
An alternative to the hiring of additional staff for development
and maintenance of recommendation knowledge bases is to change
the underlying knowledge engineering paradigm. The idea of P EO PLE V IEWS is to engage domain experts more deeply into knowledge
engineering tasks. We do not want to ”convert” them into technical experts but to define basic tasks (micro tasks) that are easy to
understand and complete even for domain experts without the corresponding technical expertise. Micro tasks completed by users pro1
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vide knowledge chunks that can be aggregated into a P EOPLE V IEWS
recommender knowledge base.
The resulting P EOPLE V IEWS recommenders support customers
(and especially in the financial services domain also sales representatives) in finding products that fit their wishes and needs. Using such a
recommender, items are retrieved within the scope of a dialog (these
systems are often also denoted as conversational) where users articulate their requirements and the system tries to identify corresponding
solutions. Major advantages of such systems are reduced error rates
in the phase of order acquisition, more time that can be invested in
contacting new customers due to fewer errors, more satisfied customers, and also pre-informed customers due to the fact that recommender applications can be made publicly available.
Knowledge-based recommender systems have been applied in various item domains – due to the diversity of applications, we can
only give some examples of applications of these systems. In the
financial services domain, for example, the following applications of
knowledge-based recommendation technologies are reported in the
literature. Felfernig et al. [11, 12] show an application in the context of investment decisions where recommenders are provided to
sales representatives who exploit the recommenders in sales dialogs.
Time savings are reported as one of the major improvements directly
related to the application of recommendation technologies. Another
application of knowledge-based technologies in financial services is
presented by Fano and Kurth [7] who introduce a simulation environment that can directly visualize the effects of financial decisions
on the financial situation of a family.
Felfernig et al. [9] present a digital camera recommender deployed on a large Austrian product comparison platform. Peischl
et al. [22] show the application of constraint-based recommendation technologies in the domain of software effort estimation. W EE V IS[25]3 is a MediaWiki4 based environment for the development
and maintenance of constraint-based recommender applications –
a couple of freely available recommenders have already been deployed. Knowledge-based technologies for the recommendation of
business plans are introduced by Jannach and Bundgaard-Joergensen
[19]. The recommendation of equipment configuration in the context of smarthomes is introduced by Leitner et al. [21]. Technologies
that recommend changes in software development practices are introduced by Pribik and Felfernig [23]. Finally, Burke and Ramezani
[5] show how to select recommendation algorithms by introducing
rules for recommending recommenders.
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In P EOPLE V IEWS, principles of Human Computation [26] are
included into the development of knowledge-based recommenders.
The idea of Human Computation is to let persons perform tasks in
which they are better than computers, for example, the identification
of product properties from a website. In the context of knowledge
base development and maintenance the idea is to let domain experts
perform tasks they are much better in compared to knowledge engineers who typically have less knowledge about the product domain
and thus relieve the work of knowledge engineers. M ATCHIN [18]
is based on the idea of preference elicitation by asking users what
a person would typically prefer when having to choose between alternatives. Compared to this work, P EOPLE V IEWS allows to derive
constraint-based recommenders which are the basis for intelligent
user interfaces that support, for example, deep explanations [17] and
the diagnosis and repair of inconsistent requirements [13, 14].
The major contributions of this paper are the following. First, we
show how financial service recommender knowledge bases can be
developed by a community of domain experts. Second, we sketch
how such knowledge bases can also be exploited for teaching advisory practices on the basis of games (S TUDY BATTLE environment).
Third, we provide a discussion of major issues for future research.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we introduce basic concepts of Human Computation based knowledge construction. To give an impression of the P EOPLE V IEWS and
the S TUDY BATTLE user interface, we present example screenshots
in Section 3. Preliminary results of empirical evaluations are shortly
discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we provide an overview of issues
for future work. We conclude the paper with Section 6.

2

Developing P EOPLE V IEWS Recommenders

The P EOPLE V IEWS environment supports two basic modes of interaction. First, recommender applications can be created in the modeling mode and second, the applications can be executed in the recommendation mode. In this section we discuss different tasks to be
performed in order to create a P EOPLE V IEWS recommender. Table
1 provides an overview of the users of our working example. These
users will jointly develop a P EOPLE V IEWS recommender.
user
Andrea
Mary
Luc
Torsten
Table 1.

email
andrea@...
mary@...
luc@...
torsten@...

pwd
****
*****
******
****

Example users of P EOPLE V IEWS environment.

Table 2 contains an overview of items (financial services) that are
used in our working example. The Investment Funds (A and B) have
a higher risk of loss and require that customers have a high willingness to take risks, otherwise these services will not be recommended.
Building Loan, Bond, and Savings Book are lower-risk items. In the
current version of P EOPLE V IEWS, items can be characterized by additional item attributes, however, these attributes are not used by recommendation rules constructed from micro contributions.
In P EOPLE V IEWS, user requirements reqi ∈ REQ are specified
as assignments of user attributes. For our financial services recommender we define a set of user attributes which are enumerated in Table 3. In the current version of the system, user attributes are defined
by the creators of a recommender application, i.e., attribute definitions can not be extended by other users who contribute to the further

id
Φ1
Φ2
Φ3
Φ4
Φ5
Table 2.

item name
Investment Fund A
Investment Fund B
Building Loan
Bond
Savings Book

Example set of items used in working example.

development of the application on the basis of micro tasks.
user attribute
goal (gl)

question to user
What are your
personal goals?

runtime (rt)

When is the
money needed?

risk (ri)

Preparedness to
take risks?

Table 3.

attribute domain
{Studies, Pension, Speculation,
Car, House, World trip, noval}
{in 1 year, in 2 years, in 3-5 years,
in 5-10 years, in 10-20 years, in
more than 20 years, noval}
{low, medium, high, noval}

User attributes u ∈ U of example financial services
recommender.

In the P EOPLE V IEWS recommendation mode, user attributes can
be used to specify user (customer) requirements reqi ∈ REQ. In
the modeling mode, user attributes represent a central element of a
micro task: given a certain item, users are asked to estimate which
values of user attributes are compatible with the item, i.e., are a criteria for selecting and recommending the item. The evaluation of items
with regard to user attributes is the central micro task implemented
in the current P EOPLE V IEWS prototype. A detailed evaluation of the
example items (Table 2) regarding the user attributes goal, runtime,
and risk is provided in Table 4.
Each row of Table 4 specifies a so-called user-specific filter constraint [10], i.e., a filter constraint (specified by a user) regarding a
specific item. For example, user Luc specified Pension and Speculation as possible goals that lead to an inclusion of the item Investment Fund B into a recommendation. Furthermore, Luc believes that
a user should have a high preparedness to take risks (attribute risk)
and should need the payment in 3-5 years, 5-10 years or 10-20 years
from now on. Semantically, an item X is selected by a user-specific
filter constraint if all the preconditions are fulfilled.
In order to derive recommendation-relevant filter constraints (recommendation rules) [10]), user-specific filter constraints have to be
aggregated. An example of this aggregation step is depicted in Table
5. For each item all related user-specific filter constraints are integrated into one constraint. Each row in this table has to be interpreted
as a filter constraint for a specific item, for example, the constraint
in the first row of Table 5 is the following. The item Φ1 (Investment
Fund A) is included (recommended) if the user requirements regarding goal (gl), runtime (rt), and risk (ri) are consistent with the condition of the recommendation-relevant filter constraint gl ∈ {Studies,
Pension, Speculation, noval} ∧ rt ∈ {in 5-10 year, in 10-20 years,
noval} ∧ ri ∈ {medium, high, noval} → include(Φ1 ).
Table 5 includes the complete set of recommendation-relevant
filter constraints (recommendation rules). Exactly these conditions
are applied by P EOPLE V IEWS to determine recommendations for
a user. In P EOPLE V IEWS, each item has exactly one related
recommendation-relevant filter constraint; each such filter constraint
is represented by one row in Table 5. The general logical representation of a recommendation-relevant filter constraint f for an item
Φ is shown in Formula 1. In this context, values(Φ, u) is the set of

user

item name (id)

goal

runtime

Andrea

Investment Fund A (Φ1 )

Studies, Pension,
Speculation

Luc

Investment Fund A (Φ1 )

Pension, Speculation

Mary

Investment Fund A (Φ1 )

Pension, Speculation

Torsten

Investment Fund B (Φ2 )

Pension, Speculation

Luc

Investment Fund B (Φ2 )

Pension, Speculation

Mary

Building Loan (Φ3 )

in 5-10 years, in 10-20
years
in 5-10 years, in 10-20
years
in 5-10 years, in 10-20
years
in 3-5 years, in 5-10 years,
in 10-20 years
in 3-5 years, in 5-10 years,
in 10-20 years
in 5-10 years, in 10-20
years

Andrea

Building Loan (Φ3 )

Luc

Building Loan (Φ3 )

Mary

Bond (Φ4 )

Studies, Car, House

Andrea

Savings Book (Φ5 )

Studies, Car, House, World
trip

Torsten

Savings Book (Φ5 )

Studies, House, World trip

Table 4.

Studies, Pension, Car,
House
Studies, Pension, Car,
House
Studies, Pension, Car,
House

^

high
medium, high
high
high
low, medium, high

in 5-10 years

low, medium

in 5-10 years

low, medium

in 2 years, in 3-5 years, in
5-10 years
in 1 year, in 2 years, in 3-5
years, in 5-10 years
in 1 year, in 2 years, in 3-5
years, in 5-10 years

u ∈ values(Φ, u) ∪ {noval} → include(Φ)

(1)

item name
(id)
Investment
Fund A (Φ1 )

u∈U

For each pair (Φ, val ∈ values(Φ, u)), P EOPLE V IEWS determines a corresponding support value (see Formula 2). In this context,
occurrence(Φ, val) denotes the number of times, value val occurs
in a user-specific filter constraint for item Φ and occurrence(Φ) denotes the number of times an item Φ is referred in a user-specific
filter constraint. For example, support(Φ1 , Studies) = 13 .
occurrence(Φ, val)
support(Φ, val) =
occurrence(Φ)

Similar to ratings provided by platforms such as amazon.com.

Investment
Fund B (Φ2 )

low, medium
low
low

attribute:value

support value

goal: Studies

0.33

goal: Pension, Speculation
runtime: in 5-10 years, in 10-20 years
risk: medium
risk: high

1.0
1.0
0.33
1.0

goal: Pension, Speculation

1.0

runtime: in 3-5 years, in 5-10 years, in
10-20 years
risk:high
Building
Loan (Φ3 )

(2)

The complete set of support values is depicted in Table 6. In P EO an item Φ can have an associated rating (rating(Φ))
which represents an item evaluation with regard to quality and related
services. Such a rating can be determined, for example, by calculating the average of the individual user item ratings.5 For simplicity, we
do not take into account user ratings in the utility function discussed
below (see Formula 3).
Depending on the requirements articulated by the current user
(see, e.g., Table 7), P EOPLE V IEWS determines and ranks a set
of relevant items as follows. First, recommendation-relevant filter constraints are applied to pre-select items that fulfill the user
requirements REQ = {req1 , req2 , ..., reqk }. In our example, the
set {Investment Fund A, Building Loan} would be selected by the
recommendation-relevant filter constraints (see Table 5).
PLE V IEWS,

5

high

Example of user-specific filter constraints (= micro contributions).

supported domain values of user attribute u ∈ U (see Table 4). The
constant noval denotes the fact that no value has been selected for
the corresponding user attribute.

f (Φ) :

risk

Bond (Φ4 )

Savings
Book (Φ5 )

Table 6.

1.0
1.0

goal: Studies, Pension, Car, House

1.0

runtime:in 5-10 years
runtime:in 10-20 years
risk:low, medium
risk:high
goal: Studies, Car, House
runtime:in 2 years, in 3-5 years, in 5-10
years
risk:low, medium

1.0
0.33
1.0
0.33
1.0

goal: Studies, House, World trip

1.0

goal:Car
runtime:in 1 year, in 2 years, in 3-5
years, in 5-10 years
risk:low

0.5

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

Support values (see Formula 2) derived from user-specific filter
constraints (see Table 4).

Table 5.

item name (id)

goal

runtime

Investment
Fund A (Φ1 )
Investment
Fund B (Φ2 )
Building Loan
(Φ3 )

Studies, Pension,
Speculation

Studies, Pension, Car,
House

Bond (Φ4 )

Studies, Car, House

Savings Book
(Φ5 )

Studies, Car, House, World
trip

in 5-10 years, in 10-20
years
in 3-5 years, in 5-10 years,
in 10-20 years
in 5-10 years, in 10-20
years
in 2 years, in 2-5 years, in
5-10 years
in 1 year, in 2 years, in 3-5
years, in 5-10 years

Pension, Speculation

risk
medium, high
high
low, medium, high
low, medium
low

Example of recommendation-relevant filter constraints which are the result of integrating user-specific filter constraints (see Table 4).

id

requirement

req1
req2
req3
req4

goal = Studies
goal = Pension
runtime = in 5-10 years
risk = medium

If users are logged in, they are allowed to contribute to the development of P EOPLE V IEWS recommender applications. Only the
creators of a recommender application are allowed to define user attributes. Other users can complete micro tasks in terms of evaluating
items with regard to a defined set of user attributes. The list of user
attributes used in our working example is depicted in Figure 2 (corresponds to the entries of Table 3).

Table 7. Example set of user requirements (reqi ∈ REQ).

The determined recommendation set must be ranked before being
presented to the user. In P EOPLE V IEWS, item ranking is based on
the following utility function (see Formula 3). The utility of each
item is derived from the support values of individual requirements
(see Formula 2).
utility(Φ, REQ) = Σreq∈REQ support(Φ, req)

(3)

The item ranking of our working example as a result of applying Formula 3 is depicted in Table 8. For example, utility(Φ3 ,REQ
= {goal = Studies, goal = Pension, runtime = in 5-10 years, risk =
medium}) = support(Φ3 , goal = Studies) + support(Φ3 , goal =
Pension) + support(Φ3 , runtime = in 5-10 years) + support(Φ3 ,
risk = medium) = 1.0 + 1.0 + 1.0 + 1.0 = 4.0.
item name (id)
Building Loan (Φ3 )
Investment Fund A (Φ1 )
Table 8.

3

utility
4.0
2.66

rank
1
2

Utility-based ranking of items in the recommendation set.

User Interface

3.1

P EOPLE V IEWS

In this section we discuss the P EOPLE V IEWS user interface6 and also
show how P EOPLE V IEWS recommendation knowledge can be exploited by the S TUDY BATTLE learning environment. The P EOPLE V IEWS homescreen is depicted in Figure 1. For applying P EOPLE V IEWS recommenders, there is no explicit need for being logged in.
Recommenders can be selected and activated directly from the homescreen (see the tag cloud in Figure 1).
6

The user interface is currently only available in German.

Figure 1. P EOPLE V IEWS homescreen – the current version of the user
interface is provided in German. The homescreen explains the basic
functionalities of the system (development, maintenance, and execution of
recommender applications).

Logged-in users are also allowed to enter new items to the recommender product catalog. The P EOPLE V IEWS representation of product catalogs is exemplified in Figure 3 (corresponds to the list of
items shown in Table 2).
The interface for evaluating an item with regard to a set of user
attributes is depicted in Figure 4. The screenshot depicts the evaluation of Building Loan with regard to the user attribute goal. After
having completed the definition of a P EOPLE V IEWS recommender,

Figure 2.

P EOPLE V IEWS: example user attributes.

Figure 3.

P EOPLE V IEWS: example of an item list.

product knowledge and sales practices. Examples of S TUDY BATTLE
games are the following.
Assign Properties. Figure 6 depicts an example user interface of a
S TUDY BATTLE application that implements a quiz related to knowledge about the relationship between user attributes and items. In the
example, users have the task to assign items on the left hand side to
user attribute values on the right hand side where each product has to
be assigned to at least one attribute value and vice-versa.
Find Items. A different version of the game depicted in Figure 6
is to ask for products that fulfill certain criteria (represented by a
combination of user attribute settings).
Find Incompatibilities. This game focuses on combinations of user
attribute values that do not lead to a solution, i.e., users have to specify combinations of user attribute values from which they think that
no corresponding solution could be found.
Maximize Requirements. The task is to identify minimal sets of
requirements (from a given set of requirements REQ) that have to
be deleted from REQ such that the remaining requirements lead to
at least one solution. This game type reflects the principles of modelbased diagnosis [6, 24], i.e., support users in learning and improving
repair behavior in situations where no solution can be identified.
Maximize Items. A similar task is focused on the repair of item
sets; in this context the task of users is to identify a maximal set of
items from a given set of items such that there exists at least one
combination of user attribute values that lead to these items (not necessarily exclusively). An additional criteria could be that at least n
items from the original item list must remain in the result set.

the recommender can directly be executed. The user interface of our
financial services recommender is depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 4. P EOPLE V IEWS: example of an item evaluation user interface
(evaluation of item Building Loan with regard to the user attribute goal).

3.2

S TUDY BATTLE

Recommendation-relevant filter constraints can be further exploited
for generating different learning applications that are part of the
S TUDY BATTLE environment. S TUDY BATTLE is a game-based learning environment which can be utilized as an environment for learning

Figure 6. S TUDY BATTLE ”Assign Properties” learning application. The
task of the user is to relate items with corresponding attribute values.

4

Preliminary Evaluation Results

Human Computation based Knowledge Acquisition. Applying Human Computation concepts [26] in the context of recommender application development and maintenance has the potential to lift the
burden of enormous engineering and maintenance efforts from the

Figure 5.

P EOPLE V IEWS: example of a recommender application (Financial Services).

shoulder of knowledge engineers. Micro tasks as sketched in this
paper can be structured in a way that they are understandable for
domain experts without a computer science background. Knowledge
gained from completed micro tasks can be easily integrated into a
corresponding recommender knowledge base. Due to the increasing size and complexity of knowledge bases, the development of
such technologies is crucial since they help to tackle scalability issues which otherwise could cause a complete failure with regard to a
company-wide recommender deployment. As such, P EOPLE V IEWS
technologies can be considered as a first step towards more scalable
development methods that will also help to further increase the popularity of knowledge-based (recommendation) technologies.
Usability. An initial user study has been conducted with an early
version of P EOPLE V IEWS at the Graz University of Technology [10].
N=161 (15% female and 85% male) students interacted with the system with the goal to develop different recommender applications. After having completed the development, the study participants had to
complete a questionnaire which was based on the system usability
scale (SUS) [1]. Evaluation results regarding the SUS aspects are
summarized in Figure 7. Besides usability questions, further feedback has been provided by the study participants, for example, the
majority of the participants (69% of all study participants) would
like to further contribute to P EOPLE V IEWS recommenders. 56% out
of those participants who wanted to contribute agreed to contribute
within a time frame of less than 30 minutes per week.

5

Future Work

The major goal of this paper was to provide an overview of the P EO PLE V IEWS recommendation environment. There are many issues for
future work that we want to tackle and integrate corresponding solutions in upcoming P EOPLE V IEWS versions.

Weighting of Item Evaluations. In the current P EOPLE V IEWS version it is possible to assign user attribute values to items, i.e., to
specify which criteria are relevant for the selection of a certain item.
In future versions of P EOPLE V IEWS it will be possible to integrate
weights into item evaluations. This maybe does not play a major role
in financial service related recommender applications but can be important in other domains were nuances and personal tastes play a
more important role. For example, in the context of recommending
digital cameras, it can be important to specify degrees regarding certain camera properties, for example, the degree to which a camera is
able to support sports photography.
Further Micro Tasks. In the current system version, the only micro task to be completed is to define the relationship (compatibility
properties) between items and corresponding user attribute values.
In future versions of P EOPLE V IEWS we will extend this list of micro
tasks (see Table 9).
User Selection for Micro Tasks. An important enhancement will be
the inclusion of methods that automatically select users for a given
set of micro tasks and also take into account fairness in the distribution of micro tasks. As detected in our initial studies, users are willing
to contribute to the further development of P EOPLE V IEWS recommenders. An important issue in this context is to find the users with
the right expertise for certain tasks and also to not overload users.
Our approach in this context will be to maintain user profiles which
are derived from observing the activities of a user within P EOPLE V IEWS. For example, if a user selects a certain item when interacting with the financial services recommender, the keywords extracted
from the corresponding item description are stored in the user profile. If (in the future) micro tasks related to similar items (items with
a similar description) have to be completed, users with expertise regarding such items will be the preferred contact persons.
Games. Games will be another mechanism for data collection in

Figure 7. Results of a SUS-based usability study [1] of the P EOPLE V IEWS environment.

name
item quality check

attribute quality check

attribute value quality
check
graphic check
evaluate item
attribute value utility
check

description
check whether a certain item belongs to
a specific recommender (is an existing
recommender-related item)
check whether a certain attribute
belongs to to a specific recommender
(user attribute or item attribute exists in
the item domain)
check whether a certain value belongs
to the domain of an attribute (user
attribute or item attribute)
check whether a certain figure belongs
to a certain item
assign user attribute values to items
derive a ranking that shows which items
best support a user attribute value

Table 9. Example list of micro tasks to be integrated in P EOPLE V IEWS.

the P EOPLE V IEWS modeling mode. A single user game will be included that is quiz-based. The overall goal is to guess user attribute
settings correctly that best describe a certain item. In a second game
two users will jointly try to figure out user attribute values that best
describe shown items. The more matching item evaluations exist the
better the team performs.
Dependencies between User Attributes and Item Attributes. An extension of the current P EOPLE V IEWS version will be the possibility
to identify direct relationships between user attribute values and technical product properties. This is not the case in the current P EOPLE V IEWS version since dependencies are only defined between user
attribute values and items.
Recommendation Algorithms. The current version of P EOPLE V IEWS relies on the discussed recommendation-relevant filter constraints – item ranking is based on a utility-based evaluation (see
Formula 3). In future versions of P EOPLE V IEWS we will extend the
quality of recommendation algorithms by, for example, adapting the
determination of support values. If, for example, additional information about the performance of a certain user is available (e.g.,
performance with regard to correctly completed micro tasks in the
past), this information can be used to increase/decrease the weight
of a user when determining support values. Finally, when users are
specifying their requirements, future versions of P EOPLE V IEWS will
allow the specification of preferences (weights) which indicate user
preferences regarding certain requirements. This will also include approaches to the learning of weights (users should not have to specify
all weights explicitly).
Inconsistency Management. Given a set of customer requirements
it could be the case that no solution can be presented to the user. In
upcoming versions of P EOPLE V IEWS we will focus on integrating
state-of-the-art diagnosis algorithms that help to automatically determine repair actions in such inconsistent situations [15]. These repairs

will take into account user weights (preferences) and thus minimize
the number of interaction cycles needed to find a reasonable solution. In addition to this more intelligent management of inconsistent
requirements, we will integrate mechanisms that help to consolidate
the set of user-specific filter constraints in order to make the resulting recommendation-relevant filter constraints more compact. Consolidation will be achieved, for example, on the basis of redundancy
detection algorithms [16].
Quality Management. The major task of quality management is
to assure the quality of the dataset collected on the basis of different micro tasks. Quality assurance must be capable of detecting and
preventing manipulations of the dataset (also under the assumption
that anonymous users are allowed to complete micro tasks), it must
also identify changes to the given set of user-specific filter constraints
that help to improve the prediction quality of recommendation algorithms. Quality assurance is also responsible for the generation of
micro tasks that need to be completed in order to improve the overall
quality of the P EOPLE V IEWS datasets. The micro tasks generated by
quality assurance are summarized as an agenda – this agenda is forwarded to micro task scheduling that is responsible for distributing
micro tasks to the P EOPLE V IEWS user community.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we gave an overview of the P EOPLE V IEWS recommendation environment which exploits concepts of Human Computation
to integrate domain experts more deeply into knowledge base development and maintenance processes. P EOPLE V IEWS knowledge
bases can be exploited to generate learning applications which can
be used in the S TUDY BATTLE environment. A major focus of this
paper was to show how P EOPLE V IEWS can be applied in the context
of financial service recommendation. The concepts presented in this
paper have the potential to avoid scalability issues which already exist in many knowledge-based environments due to the increasing size
and complexity of knowledge bases.
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